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HHKB Tip of the Week:
If you leave your friends out in the sun, they
will turn out the color of a catcher’s mitt or an
old leather jacket.

The Morning After...
Summer 2008

April 28, 2008

It’s scrimmage week 2, and let’s
bring it strong like last week. You all
rose to the challenge and we had the
biggest head to head flip cup game
and survivor game in history.
Well done, a tip of the cap to you.
Hopefully we can bring it really
strong this week as we enjoy some
free beer and flip cup!
Be easy,
CB
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Actual and Factual News aka Stuff We Didn’t Make Up
Saturday, May 31: It’s the greatest time of year, the 2nd Annual Summer BEER OH LYMPICS! This wonderful event will be taking place at the Barking Dog in Bethesda starting
around 12:30 pm and concluding around 6:30 pm. The events include:
Flip Cup (5 people per side)
Beer Pong (2 people per side)
Team You Got Served (2 teams facing off around a circular table)
Continuous A$$Hole (one member of every team playing at all times)
The Beer Relay (takes what you did all day and slams it into one timed event)
Price is on a per person basis and will be determined based on the amount of teams participating. The entry fee gets you all the beer for the OH lympics and all you can drink during the
day. If you’re interested in participating email us directly at happyhourkickball@gmail.com to
save a spot.
Saturday, June 14: Kick Ass Party #1 to be held at the Barking Dog. Cheap drinks, specials
and a hell of a time! Get wasted and see your fellow kickballers in their nicest Saturday attire.
Party starts at 7:00 pm and concludes at 11:00 pm in the sky lounge (upstairs). Theme to be
determined in the coming weeks.
Saturday, July 5: Happy Hour Kickball goes Tubing! Do you feel like rolling down a river in a
tube with a beer? I thought you would. This is tentative based on interest. If you’re into it, let
us know at happyhourkickball@gmail.com
Saturday, August 2: Playoff day and Kick Ass End of the Season Party. Details are still
being worked out, but count on it being a great way to wind down after a long day of tournament style kickball. Awards ceremony and crowning of the Summer 2008 Happy Hour Kickball
League Champion. Can the ‘Runz repeat?
Rainouts—In the case of a rainout, the website will be updated by 4:30 pm, the day of the
game. If the rainout occurs after 4:30 pm, the division heads will contact captains, or the appointed contact persons, and it will be the captains’ responsibility to inform their respective
teams. Of course our specials at the Barking Dog will still be honored.
Referees—Each must provide a referee, either for the 6:30 pm game if you are playing at 7:15
pm or for the 7:15 pm game if you are playing at 6:30 pm. Failure to provide a referee will
count as a forfeit.
Forfeit Policy— Only really occur if you have less than 4 people, this will be very difficult to
accomplish, so we don’t think this should be an issue…
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This Week’s Games
Scrimmage # 2 Schedule
Field Scrimmage #2,
April 30, 2008

Time

Home

Away

4
5
6

6:30 PM Where My Pitches At?
It’s Business Time!
The Juice is Loose!

That’s What She Said!
Two Short of a Threesome
Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking
Buddies

4
5
6
7

7:00 PM B2e
We’ve Got the Runz
B.O.O.O.M.!!!
Get Drunk and Kick Balls

Urine Trouble
Booty Call
RedBullsHit
Dorothy Mantooth Allstars

Get to Know Some of this Year’s Teams!
20 Questions with Le Kooc Cornelison of Get Drunk and Kick Balls
To begin week 2, we ran into Captain Le of Get Drunk and Kick Balls, let’s see what she
has to say...
1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
I'm Jewish...Pass
2)
Which children would you like to see left behind?
Angelina and Brad’s kids

That’s a lot of mouths to feed...

3)
Why did you decide to join Happy Hour Kickball?
These surveys. And it's fun to watch some here try and
explain how they learned their kickball skills here, as if
they somehow kept this knowledge and muscle memory
from age 8.
4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange for money,
drugs, or hell anything?
This is Bethesda, not DC!
5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
Golfball sized hail. It just sounds good.
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you could set?
Times having left a bat without saying goodbye to teammates (I’m sorry, it’s nothing personal, just a terrible habit)
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20 Questions with Le Kooc Cornelison of Get Drunk and Kick Balls cont...
7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the Block reunion tour?
NKOTB!!!OH MY GOD!!!!SOOOOOO EXCITED!!!! Where is my jeans jacket???
8)
Who has been keeping you down?
I’m just like Chuck Norris. No one keeps me down. I keep down down.
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
I don't care if you eat 24 pies in 24 hours. Who are you anyway? Do I care about any of your
questions?
10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would you be?
Please refer to #9 answer. Who are you? You're bananas. Orange you sick of making up all
these questions?
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
I would say Thomas but he’s not on our team anymore.
12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
Definitely yes. We hate those big headed Presidents at Nats Stadium. And don't even get me
started on that #@%^%$#$$!!! bird at the O's games. If you paid for the good seats, there
should be a bird free zone. Send him to to placate those bratty kids referred to in Question #2.
Well, at least
he can fight...

13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from
Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to see this?
Screech from Saved By The Bell because Screech the Nationals mascot was just beat by our team.
14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
I'm guessing Le. She looks guilty :-)
15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron
Chef would you be?
The Swedish Chef from the Muppet's comes to mind.

16) There was “The Love Boat” wouldn’t it stand to reason there was also “The Hate Boat”?
No, because divorce couple would not go on the same boat.
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
They were found west of Annapolis and have spread throughout the Potomac region. Yes, I
saw it on the Discovery Channel.
18) Harold or Kumar?
Who cares if it means a trip to White Castle. I'm so there
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20 Questions with Le Kooc Cornelison of Get Drunk and Kick Balls cont...
19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
Flip Cup - Hit me with your best shot (Thomas)!
Song - Stronger (Kanye West)
20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
None of us actually work for a living anymore- we all practice kickball all day. Le made us
quit our jobs to bring home the championship this year :-)

20 Questions with Craig Fritz of We’ve Got the Runz
After our last meeting, we ran into the Captain of our defending summer champions, Craig
Fritz, let’s see what’s new with him and the Runz.
1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
Martin Luther. Really, he's the anti-Pope. Dude was a straight up baller.
2)
Which children would you like to see left behind?
The kid that made those stupid hemp bracelets during study hall. How freaking annoying
where they?! "What are you going to do with all the bracelets?" "I think I'll sell them at the DMB
concert this weekend, and then do some whippets!!" GAY
3)
Why did you decide to join Happy Hour Kickball?
To defend my sister's honor. Wait, I don't have a sister. That's right. We signed up because
we're the DEFENDING CHAMPS, son!
4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange for money, drugs, or hell anything?
Does children's tylenol count?
5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
Pour champagne on a bitch!!
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you could set?
Number of times saying "Holla atcha boy" while intoxicated.

They’re all so
tough
looking….

7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the Block
reunion tour?
Apparently they still think they have the "Right Stuff." God,
Joey is so hot, I mean cute, I mean sassy, DAMMIT!
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20 Questions with Craig Fritz of We’ve Got the Runz cont...
8)
Who has been keeping you down?
You want me to say "The Man" but it's really the 2 year old that lives above me. That little prick
has a bowling set, some sort of loud contraption with wheels and drops hard plastic things ALL
THE TIME.
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
Depends on the type of pie. I'm inclined to enjoy all sorts of pies. But 24, in 24 hours? It'd have
to be hair pie - ZING!
10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would you be?
The fruitiest frickin' fruit out there. Right girls?! OMG! I know, he was like, so hot!
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
The one and only George "Thunderballs" Raad.
So this is what
Junior Soprano
is up to
now...how the
mighty have
fallen.

12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
True - especially that hopped up old guy from Six Flags.
We'd straight up own that bald a$$hole.
13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from
Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to see this?
Screech from Saved by the Bell - that dude's been lifting.
He goes by Dustin Diamond now, duh. The Nationals are
all about sucking, so there's no way that Screech would
win. I'd probably pick up the DVD.

14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
Has to be Kate Lowe. She's had like four jobs.
15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron Chef would you be?
Dude, eff the chefs, we'd be the chairman. He's the only one that can yell "PIZZA DOUGH"
and make it sound badass. He just gets to eat as the others toil to impress him. Kinda like our
kickball team last year - CHAMPIONSHIP.
16) There was "The Love Boat" wouldn't it stand to reason there was also "The Hate Boat"?
Would it have to suck as bad? I bet there'd be way fewer boners.
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
They were erased by the liberal media.
18) Harold or Kumar?
Kumar. This one is obvious. I mean, Kal Penn is amazing!
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20 Questions with Craig Fritz of We’ve Got the Runz cont...
19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
Go-Go Gadget Flow by Lupe Fiasco. If you haven't heard it, y'all need to diversify y'alls bonds.
Survivor Flip-Cup. No one does it like we do it.
20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
We took a big 'ol dump on the league in the playoffs last year. This year we're in for much of
the same!! We've Got the Runz!!! Oh, and George Raad is single and sketchy. Have at him
ladies!! Much love.

20 Questions with Cory, Kieran and Mike of That’s What She Said!
For our next meeting we ran into some of the guys from That’s What She Said, let’s see
what’s doing with them.
1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
Marquez Pope, the greatest safety/corner back pontiff ever.
2)
Which children would you like to see left behind?
Amber Alert kids-- you know what the odds are of find those bastards is after the initial 24
hours? ... cut your loses
3)
Why did you decide to join Happy Hour Kickball?
Match, E-harmony, and chemistry.coms are too much money. Hooking up HHKB has initial
cost of $46 and a weekly maintence fee of 2 shots of wild turk- HOO-YA!
4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange for money, drugs, or hell anything?
I once had sex for crack. I knew I had a problem when I begin sucking D for weed though.
5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
Midgets, have you ever tossed a midget? If there is a better time than midget tossing I’ve yet to
find it.
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you could set?
Actually, there are two,,. Most Unproductive Thursday Morning at Work and I think I have already set the abstinence record… please help.
7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the Block reunion tour?
I heard they don’t want to be called a “boy band” anymore, but they are ok with the name “New
Kids”. Hypocrisy like that doesn’t fly on the Block.
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20 Questions with Cory, Kieran and Mike of That’s What She Said!

Look at him, all
sp’ing all over
the place…
Thank you Tom
Cruise!

8)
Who has been keeping you down?
Tom Cruise, it’s just fun to blame things on him, hope he
hears about it and then comes and gets all Scientelogical
on us..
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
I once ate an entire pizza in 37 minutes. I think I could
handle a couple of pastries.
10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would you be?
Skittles, now taste my rainbow…That’s What She Said!
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
Joe Balls- He knows how to get down.
12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
I kicked Doc’s ass at Disney World in the summer of ’86.
You eye-ballin’ me?

13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from
Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to
see this?
Screech the Nationals Mascot would initially sprain the leg of Screech from SBTB...but THEN
SBTB Screech would do "The Sprain" along with Lisa Turtle in front of the Nationals dugout,
and when all was said and done, Casey Cassum's cheer-O-meter would pronounce SBTB
Screech the overwhelming victor.
14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
Chris Bocquet- he is laundering money through his kickball league…. Wait what?!? Just a hint
though for you future tax evaders, the Superman III scheme does not work
15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron Chef would you be?
Iron Chef Beer, we would pour beer over everything, reduce beer, bread beer, beer ice cream
all that good stuff. We would probably end up stabbing Bobby Flay though for his piss poor
attitude…Try something besides grilling you fraud!
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20 Questions with Cory, Kieran and Mike of That’s What She Said! cont...
16) There was “The Love Boat” wouldn’t it stand to reason there was also “The Hate Boat”?
Hate, exciting and new
Come Aboard. We're loathing you.
Hate, life's sweetest pleasure.
Let it flow, it floats back to you.
Hate Boat soon will be making another run
The Hate Boat promises nothing for anyone
Set a course for adventure,
Your mind on a new taget.
Hate can hurt anymore
It's a crooked smile on a f’ed-up shore.
Yes HAAAAAAATE! It's HAAAAAAATE! (hey-ah!)
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
It got a little too comfortable around Steve Irwin, if you know what I mean…
SHAMELESS SELF PROMOTION:
You tube has the answer
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_k47HD8nmj0
‘Nuff Said!

18) Harold or Kumar?
NPH! Harold and Kumar work best as a team.
Like PB&J or Beer & White Guy Dancing.
19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
Drink and Fight- Drop Kick Murphys, and Beer
Bong until you fall down the steps…we always
win that game.

20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
We are completely ordinary- and we know it! But you’ll be “Chip” pissed when we beat you.

20 Questions with Seamus, Ken and Blake of The Juice is Loose!
For our next convo. we hooked up with the leaders of The Juice is Loose, check out the ridiculousness that flowed from them…
1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
Mickey Rourke as the Pope of Greenwich Village. I’m pretty sure he could have kicked John
Paul II ass, but Benedict XVI might have the edge as they are now the same age.
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20 Questions with Seamus, Ken and Blake of The Juice is Loose! cont….

“Mister. I am the
Pope, this might
be your church,
right now I'm the
Pope of
Greenwich
Village”

2)
Which children would you like to see
left behind?
Those kids that brought just plain cheese
sandwiches to school. I mean come on
we all know cheese sandwiches must be
grilled. It is the only way to unlock the
cheesy goodness locked away between
slices of bread.
3)
Why did you decide to join Happy
Hour Kickball?
After that unfortunate incident at P.S. 102
where we were banned, we were forced
to play in the next best organization –
HHKB! And, Chris promised drunken
nights and waking up to random people.
4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange
for money, drugs, or hell anything?
Yes, but it was not worth the $20 I received.

5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
Beer is too broad that is why I always do a precipitation dance for PBR. The only beer to ever
receive a Blue Ribbon. Take that cider.
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you
could set?
Already have – flipcup (previous 2 seasons)
….maybe we can get some competition this year?
7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the
Block reunion tour?
My mom always said if I don't have anything nice
to say take another swig...SWIG
8)
Who has been keeping you down?
Gravity just won't let me aspire to the heights that I
long for.
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
I thought Chris was gay?

This is Blake, know the face.

10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would
you be?
Have you met Blake?
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20 Questions with Seamus, Ken and Blake of The Juice is Loose! cont….
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
John “Juice” Jones – but its less of a slide than a drunken stumble and fall into the base.
12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
Those pictures were photoshopped; you can’t prove nothing; we were acquitted of all charges;
and double jeopardy applies.
13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to see this?
I just saw Screech, the Nationals Mascot, kick the crap out of the Oriole Bird and so our money
is on him. I would have to be paid to watch it or at least have Aryan crotch punch Cory multiple
times during the introductions.
14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
Who didn’t cheat is the better question. And, to protect the innocent, no names will be provided.
15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron Chef would you be?
We would be Chairman Kaga. Kaga is the show's MC, portrayed as a wealthy and eccentric
gourmet who lives in his castle with a small army of fine chefs. The character's chief pleasure
in life is staging food battles between his honored Iron Chefs and premiere chefs of the culinary world. It's the eccentric nature of Kaga's character that accounts for the flamboyantly sequined, Liberace-esque wardrobe he sports.
16) There was “The Love Boat” wouldn’t it stand to reason there was also “The Hate Boat”?
As Elie Wiesel said “The opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference.” So it would be the Boat
of Indifference and I will tell you my friend, hasn’t everyone sailed on that ship.
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
They are still spreading across the world but the news media are busy covering the elections
and American Idol so you don’t hear about them too often until they work their way into positions on Fox News and CNN.
18) Harold or Kumar?
NPH! He is smart, a doctor, loves to do blow off chicks’ asses, into multiple partners and gay.
It is like the entire Juice team rolled into one person.
“Yeah, I've been craving burgers, too. Furburgers. Come on, dudes, let's pick up some trim at
a strip club. The Doogie line always works on strippers.”
19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
Juicy by Better Than Ezra
(Sample: You're sweet for somebody's pain Juicy Aw, Juicy.)
Beer Relay (Becky and Marie on Pong; Ken and Alyson on Quarters; Seamus on the Beer
Funnel; and everyone on Flip Cup (have you seen Blake play?)
20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
We engage in certain practices that are banned in at least 13 states.
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20 Questions with Neel Patel and Tim Marjenin from B.O.O.O.M.!!!
For the next meet up, we questioned Tim and Neel from B.O.O.O.M.!!!, questioned them about
all sorts of things...
1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
Alexander. What, a guy can’t appreciate 18th century English poetry?
2)
Which children would you like to see left behind?
Jon Peck says the ones with a BMI > 30 are too hard to carry. Katie votes for the ones that
don’t find personal hygiene to be important. Steph says we should keep the kids, and lose the
snotty rich parents.
3)
Why did you decide to join Happy Hour Kickball?
None of us ever get any work done on Thursdays anyway. Besides, we’re still apparently
Bored Out Of Our Minds…BOOOM…yeah…
Good to see Tim still playing with fire...

4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange for money,
drugs, or hell anything?
What is this, a blood donation questionnaire? Aren’t those
questions supposed to be confidential?
Just for the record, she was a hot pharmacist, I didn’t have
enough money to pay for the prescription, and she said she
had a thing for kickball players.
Oh that’s right, then there was that second Wii Guitar Hero
controller, but that’s another story for another day…
5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
Female players: Men. Male players: Women. Runner-up:
crack cocaine.
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you could set?
Katie thinks she could spend the most money at Nordstrom.
But more likely is highest ratio of BAL to body mass be-

tween Pharoah and Annie.
7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the Block reunion tour?
Britney tried to have a comeback to, y’know, and look how well THAT turned out. Nonetheless,
Steph and Annie regret their decision to throw away all their memorabilia (clothes, dolls, trading cards, bedsheets) back in second grade.
8)
Who has been keeping you down?
The people who like to be on top.
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
No, but I’m more than willing to watch you try. How about you start immediately following the
Beer OH Lympics? The projectile vomit would be a sight.
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20 Questions with Neel Patel and Tim Marjenin from B.O.O.O.M.!!! cont...
10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would you be?
Awesome Fruit from the Awesome Tree. Either that or a kumquat, just because the name is
funny.
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
Anyone who saw us play last year knows it’s definitely Jon. And he does it with STYLE.
12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
Are we talking Disney or Looney Tunes mascot here?
13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to see this?
I never saw Saved by the Bell. I still have to go with the mascot, though. I’d only pay if I knew
there was going to be Celebrity Deathmatch-style dismemberment.
14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
Why yes, we all got the “new home buyer” tax credit. Yup, sure did…
15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron Chef would you be?
We could only cook bar food, and everything would have to have Bud Light in it.

Kumar wins it 2 – 1...

16) There was “The Love Boat” wouldn’t it stand to reason
there was also “The Hate Boat”?
Next up on FOX’s new fall lineup…
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
This is an election year, they all crawled out of the water so
they can try to get re-elected.
18) Harold or Kumar?
Annie: “Kumar, because a little brown sugar goes a long way.”
Steph: “Kumar, because we’re down with the brown”.
Tim: “Neil Patrick Harris”.

19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
It is NOT, I repeat NOT “Soulja Boy”. We’ll take almost any
other song, within reason. In terms of a drinking game, it’s
probably flip cup as long as Pharoah’s there.
20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
Katie says that everyone on our team is a huge dork, except her.
Bonus Question) Chewbacca comes over to your house, sheds all over the place and eats
all your food, what do you do, and what the hell is his problem?!
I stopped buying any food that Jon Peck likes to eat so he doesn’t come over anymore.
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20 Questions with Dee Dee Davis from Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking BuddiesOur final meetup was with Dee Dee Davis (aka D2) of Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies,
let’s see what’s what on her end!
I think it’s
obvious why
the pope
enjoys his
Fanta...sinner

1)
Who's your favorite Pope, and why?
Our Favorite Pope is Pope Benedixt XVI
because It is widely rumored he enjoys
Fanta orange soda, and we think that any
man of G-D that loves Fanta is a good
one!
2)
Which children would you like to see
left behind?
Any child that wears Crocs, should be left
behind!
3)

Why did you decide to join Happy

Hour Kickball?
We joined because we thought it would be a good excuse to hang out with BOOTY CALL on a
weekly basis. Well, that and making sure we got a good weeknight of drinking in…(and running
around the bases counts as exercise right?)
4)
Have you ever had sex in exchange for money, drugs, or hell anything?
Are extra points awarded for collecting both money and drugs? hmmm......
5)
When making it rain, what is your substitute precipitation of choice?
After a team vote, we choose precipitation in the form of Red Bull
6)
What Guinness Record do you think you could set?
We are sure we could set the world record for eating the most powdered doughnuts in 3 minutes (the record is ONLY 5 *with no lip licking!!!) Anyone wanna challenge?
7)
What is your opinion of the New Kids on the Block reunion tour?
Where do we buy tickets? OH JOEY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8)
Who has been keeping you down?
The makers of Tylenol PM
9)
Do you think I could eat 24 pies in 24 hours?
When we really looked at the statistics of the whole situation, height, weight, BMI, Backpack, etc. We decided that based on the circumfrence of a pie, and this equation, as well
as your backpack, NO. You could not complete the task. But we WOULD love to see you try!
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20 Questions with Dee Dee Davis from Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies cont...
Radius

= 8 centimetres

Diameter

= 2 x 8 cm
= 16 cm

Circumference

=
xd
= 3.14 x 16 cm
= 50. 24 cm

10) If you were a fruit, what kind of fruit would you be?
We'd be a tomato, because it's and "undercover fruit", everyone thinks its a veggie and then
BAM!!! IN YOUR FACE..ITS A FRUIT!
11) Who on your team is likely slide into base unnecessarily at all times?
Angie, because she chews caffeine gum she buys in bulk before every game..watch out!!!
12) True or False, your team is likely to beat up a mascot at a theme park.
True, we actually have a mascot hit list started. Disney World fears LLDB!
13) Who would win in a fight between Screech from Saved by the Bell or Screech, the Nationals Mascot? Follow up, how much would you pay to see this?
Screech the Mascot, because Screech Powers showed his ass on Celebrity Fit Club Season
5 (not that we watch) and walked away from physical challenges like a pansy! QUITTER!
14) Who on your team cheated on their taxes this year?
Gabby, she works 15 jobs and only reported 2! shhhhh!
That just
looks
delicious
on it’s
own!

15) If your team was an Iron Chef, what type of Iron Chef
would you be?
We'd be Iron Chef Ramen Noodle- please see our favorite
recipe http://www.ramenlicious.com/recipes/chocolate-ramencakes.html
16) There was “The Love Boat” wouldn’t it stand to reason
there was also “The Hate Boat”?
I would think so, the Hate Boat would be also produced by
Aaron Spelling and would reflect his future feelings about his
children.
17) Whatever happened to the snakehead fish?
Its not gone, it's just hiding
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20 Questions with Dee Dee Davis from Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies cont...
18) Harold or Kumar?
Neither, we vote for Neil Patrick Harris strung out on drugs surrounded by strippers!
19) Song and drinking game that best defines your team?
Our song is Whoomp! There It Is By - Tag Team
Drinking game is A$$HOLE. no explanation needed :)
20) Please tell us something about your team that the entire division should know.
LLDB's are in full effect this season. Our defense is hot like "Paris Hilton" . We run fast like
"Olympic runners" and "squirrels trying to get across the street", and we kick REALLY hard
like "Billy Blanks". SO WATCH OUT! We're In It To Win It!!!!!!!

Random Goulet Shot to fill blank space….
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Barking D-O-Double G Power Rankings presented by Bud Light
Week 1—April 23, 2008

1

Where My Pitches At? – Strong showing all night and helped shut the BD down
with others.

2

RedBullsHit – Lots of dancing and captain Aryan got bartender Patrick to engage
in some flip cup.

3

It’s Business Time! – Adam and T-Train running Beer Pong all night, they were
simply unbeatable.

4

That’s What She Said! – Like highlander, there can only be one survivor champion…his name is Chris

5

Booty Call – It’s all Chip all the time.

6

Two Short of a Threesome – For someone who doesn’t drink Albers sure likes to
hang at a bar.

7

We’ve Got the Runz – Good showing by the champs, some strong flip cup for
sure.

8

B.O.O.O.M.!!! – Tim and Annie really held it down and brought like it was fall ’07.

9

Get Drunk and Kick Balls – Le not drinking hurts the score…

10

The Juice is Loose! – Strong showing, but for returning Flip Cup Champions they
didn’t seem to have it.

11

Lindsay Lohan’s Drinking Buddies – Kind of hiding in a corner…

12

Urine Trouble – A slow start, but will be better as the season goes on.

13

Dorothy Mantooth Allstars – Howard and Dave doing what they could for the
rookies.

14

B2e – I don’t think I saw a B2e’er, hopefully they start showing and taking down
their product.
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Bethesda Back 9, in Pictures
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At the Barking Dog, in Pictures

Biggest Flip Cup Game...Ever!

Beer Pong Champs...

Aryan, the 5 cup Flip Cup Match Champ
A sad Caps Fan...
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